Information for participants

- **wifi**
  - eduroam is available in the Buffon building.
  - If you do not have eduroam access, you can get a personal login on the **up7d network** from one of the organizers.

- **working space**
  - Unfortunately the only working space we have in the Buffon building itself is the area in front of the amphitheater.
  - You are most welcome to come and work in the open areas of our department (Sophie Germain building, floors 4 and 3). There are tables and chairs and some armchairs. A pile of coffee capsules, marked “FILOFOCS”, is available by the coffee machine on the 4th floor.
  - To enter the building you have to deposit an ID and get a badge. Tell the security agent that you are visiting IRIF on the fourth floor and are part of the FILOFOCS meeting. The names of the registered participants are with the security agents, and once they find your name you will get a badge. We apologize for the inconvenience.

- **food and drink**
  - Every day, there will be two **coffee breaks**, one in the morning and one in the afternoon. Both served in the area in front of the Buffon amphitheater.
  - There are plenty of restaurants and cafés around campus for lunch. A short list of suggested restaurants is attached.
  - A **cocktail** will be offered on Thursday evening in the Buffon building. This cocktail can be considered as a light dinner.
Restaurants around the Paris Diderot campus

Below are some suggestions for restaurants for lunch around the Paris Diderot campus. These recommendations were collected from various sources (i.e., colleagues...), and should be considered as the personal preferences of these sources...

- Cafeteria style (sandwiches, salads, soups; self-service, seating places):
  1. Exki - 116 Avenue de France
  2. Prêt à Manger - 110 Avenue de France
  3. Presse Café - 12 Rue Thomas Man
  4. Boulangerie Kayser - 77 Quai Panhard et Levassor

- For a sandwich (some tables on the premises):
  1. Green & Green (Sandwiches, salads, quiche,...) - 56 rue du Chevaleret
  2. L’Arobase (Bagel and soup/salad) - 101 rue du Chevaleret

- Other informal places:
  1. Ang (pan-asian: ramen, bento, bubble tea) - 48 rue du Chevaleret
  2. Yuman (locally sourced, organic, somewhat more expensive) - 70 rue du Chevaleret

- Sit-down restaurants (somewhat more expensive):
  1. Tempero (lunch only, reservation advised, food is outstanding.) - 5 rue Clisson
  2. Paris Milan - 11 rue Elsa Morante (just outside the Buffon building)
  3. Le Trac - 72 avenue de France
  4. Dupond Café - 84 avenue de France
  5. La Zygotheque - 15 rue de Tolbiac

- A number of food trucks are available at lunchtime at the square near 128 avenue de France.

- Chinatown is 10 minutes away by bus/tram. There are many places to choose from including:
  1. Tricotin (a big noisy place to eat noodles and dumplings) - 15 avenue de Choisy (tram T3a from the end of Avenue de France to “Porte de Choisy”)
  2. Le Bambou (busy fast vietnamese restaurant) - 70 rue Baudricourt (bus 62 to “Tolbiac Baudricourt”)
  3. Pho 14 (noodle soup) - 129 avenue de Choisy (bus 62 to “Avenue d’Ivry”)
  4. Librairie Khai Tri (Bahn mi, vietnamese sandwich) - 93 avenue d’Ivry (bus 62 to “Avenue d’Ivry”)